COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2 [1,2], has been contained in China through stringent non-pharmaceutical interventions. Border control and quarantine have effectively prevented the virus from being spread by infected travellers, but the risk of resurgence caused by other routes of introduction and transmission remains unclear, and current strategies to prevent resurgence could be flawed. Since July, SARS-CoV-2 RNA contaminations in frozen food imported from countries with ongoing epidemics have been reported in nine provinces in China [3,4]. However, there is no robust evidence of COVID-19 outbreaks initiated by environment-to-human transmission. Here we add to evidence of such transmission by investigating the recent COVID-19 resurgence in Beijing.

On 11 June 2020, a 52-year-old man suffering from fever and cough was diagnosed with COVID-19 in Beijing, after a 56-day zero new case interval. He had no exposure history of known COVID-19 cases. On 12 June, 112 close contacts of the index case and 242 environmental samples collected from the places that he had visited were tested by quantitative reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR).

All close contacts were negative, but two environmental samples from Xinfadi Market (XFDM) were positive for SARS-CoV-2. This led to in-depth investigation to confirm the role of XFDM in virus spread. A total of 538 employees from the booths that were close to the SARS-CoV-2-positive environmental samples were tested, and 45 were positive by qRT-PCR.

To evaluate the extent of infection spreading, a screening campaign of SARS-CoV-2 infection was implemented over the city by Beijing Center for Disease Prevention and Control. Between 15 June and 10 July, a total of more than 10 million citizens, and 5342 environmental samples were screened. Eventually, 368 qRT-PCR positive cases were confirmed (Fig. S1A), of which 169 (45.9%) had a history of working in XFDM. Meanwhile, their symptom onset dates were also earlier than other employees in the market (Fig. S2). The infections demonstrated spatial clusters in the basement, and highly clustered cases were identified in the seafood section (Table S1, Figs 1A and S3).

We further identified 14 booths (Figs 1A and S4) in XFDM-TH with both employee infections and environmental contaminations, and 3294 individuals who visited these booths from 20 to 31 May. Serological screenings identified five visitors positive for IgG/IgM antibodies against SARS-CoV-2, and they had all been to the booth #S14. In contrast, no other booth was visited by more than two of these five visitors. All five visitors were negative for qRT-PCR, and none of their close contacts was infected based on qRT-PCR and antibody tests. These
five individuals visited booth #S14 on 30 or 31 May, and had not been to XFDM thereafter, suggesting that the virus was introduced into XFDM before June, which corresponds well to the putative starting time of this outbreak. All 7 employees of booth #S14 were infected evidenced by qRT-PCR and antibody detections, which further supported the possibility of booth #S14 being the source of acquisition (Fig. 1B). Booth #S14 employees were also among the ones with early symptom onset time (Fig. 1C).

To further investigate the origin of this outbreak, we sequenced 110 samples [5–7] and obtained 72 high-quality SARS-CoV-2 genome sequences (Fig. S5). Notably, all genome sequences shared eight mutations (Fig. 1D), with 38 sequences carrying only
these eight mutations. The most common additional mutation, C12085T, was only shared by seven samples (Fig. S6), suggesting that one ancestral virus strain (XFDM strain) was introduced into this outbreak. This XFDM strain sequence is obviously different from the viruses in two preceding outbreaks in China (Harbin and Shulan) and the sequences obtained in March 2020 in Beijing (Fig. 1D), indicating that the XFDM strain was unlikely to be derived from strains previously circulating in China. Phylogenetic analysis by Pangolin COVID-19 Lineage Assigner assigned the XFDM strain to clade B.1.1 [8] (Fig. 1D). The ancestral sequences with seven mutations (without C6026T) were mainly identified in Europe (86.0%) (Fig. S7). Thus, we speculated that the XFDM strain was likely to be an imported strain.

To exclude other origins of infection, we conducted thorough epidemiological investigations on each infected individual. No employees of booth #S14 or their close contacts had been to medium/high-risk areas of the COVID-19 epidemic or had contact with people from these areas. Thus, the SARS-CoV-2 in XFDM was possibly introduced through environmental routes. Salmon was the only imported commodity sold at booth #S14. We examined all salmon in the original sealed package in the cold storage which was located outside XFDM, and six out of 3582 samples were positive for SARS-CoV-2 RNA. Notably, five positive fish were from company X, which supplied the salmon to booth #S14 on May 30. Through genome sequencing we obtained a significant number of SARS-CoV-2 reads from one swab of company X salmon. A total of 16 341 nucleotides on the viral genome, including three of the eight mutated positions, were covered by at least one read (Fig. 1E). The genotypes of these three positions were identical to the XFDM strain. The possibility that the virus in the fish swab shared at least seven mutations with the XFDM strain was 60% by imputation analysis.

Given the abovementioned facts, we speculate that the COVID-19 resurgence in Beijing was likely to be initiated by an environment-to-human transmission originated from contaminated imported food via cold-chain logistics. Notably, a recent study found that SARS-CoV-2 showed no decline in infectivity after 21 days at 4°C and —20°C on the surface of chicken, salmon, and pork pieces [9], indicating that the survival period and transmission distance of the virus could be prolonged by cold-chain transportation of contaminated food.

Although it is unclear whether the viral load on the salmon is sufficient to establish an infection, the risk from the food and environment contamination exists [9,10]. Supply of the contaminated salmon and the exposure of early patients to booth #S14 both happened on May 30, suggesting that co-exposure drove the very early stage of infection. Our finding is particularly important for countries where community transmissions are contained or suppressed. The virus could be reintroduced via cold-chain transportation of contaminated items and might initiate an outbreak. Even with low probability, such viral transmission would cause large scale outbreaks if not being intervened immediately after the first cases. Regional guidelines on COVID-19 prevention and control should integrate surveillance of cold-chain imported products, especially those from epidemic regions of COVID-19.
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